weinor Paravento side screen

Side protection
whenever you need it
The attractive Paravento side screen provides protection
from peering looks, the sun and the wind, and it also
stands out for its good looks

www.weinor.com

weinor Paravento side screen

Attractive privacy
Create your own elegant private
surroundings in next to no time

Even if you are on the best of terms with your neighbours, you still might want to enjoy your own privacy
from time to time and not have to worry about people
peering in. The Paravento side screen is a particularly
attractive and practical solution. As everything at
weinor comes from one and the same source, your
Paravento perfectly matches all other products.

Choose from a broad
selection of colour
shades and fabric
patterns!
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Matching designs:
wonderful fabrics
Combine the wide range of
frame colours with over 140
exquisite fabric patterns from
weinor’s “moments” fabric
collection.

weinor fabrics, with their high quality
workmanship and tear-resistance,
are noted for their exceptionally
long lives. Special finishing processes
also make them particularly UV
resistant. Use of the latest nanotechnology gives weinor’s fabrics
exceptional dirt- and waterrepellent properties.

We also offer an additional
WeiTex polyester fabrics.
These fabrics display outstanding elasticity and
memory effect. The result:
significantly less creasing
and wrinkling and very good
fabric positioning.
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weinor Paravento side screen

Exactly the right colour
shade
Colour coordinate the
Paravento with the walls of
your house, or on the door
shutters, as shown in the
example.

Technical details

Paravento (with seamless cover)

Paravento (with sewn cover)

Max. cassette height

250 cm

250 cm

Pullout length at a minimum
cassette height of 80 cm

300 cm

300 cm

Max. pullout length

400 cm

400 cm

Max. cover area

8 m2

8 m2

only for cassette height 127.5 cm/
cover curtain width 120 cm

uni-colour designs from the
weinor collections

all covers from the
weinor collections

up to cassette width of 250 cm/
cover curtain width 240 cm

9 seamless acrylic uni fabrics (3-502N,
3-503N, 3-504N, 3-507N, 3-509N,
3-508N, 3-510N, 3-527N, 3-528N)

all covers from the
weinor collections

up to cassette width of 187.5 cm/
cover curtain width 180 cm

3 standard designs (180002, 180001,
180003) (while stocks lost)

all covers from the
weinor collections

up to cassette width of 187.5 cm/
cover curtain width 170 cm

Soltis® 86 and 92

all covers from the
weinor collections

up to cassette width of 250 cm

Soltis® 93 (93-3002, 93-3011,93-3044,
93-3045, 93-3046, 93-3047, 93-3088)

all covers from the
weinor collections

47 standard RAL colours

yes

yes

Other RAL colours

yes, for an additional charge

yes, for an additional charge

8 trend colours

yes, for an additional charge

yes, for an additional charge

Other structure colours

yes, for an additional charge

yes, for an additional charge

Cover range:

* for an additional charge

We reserve the right to make technical changes.

We are offer the very highest quality
weinor puts a lot of emphasis on quality, from
the design and materials to workmanship,
mounting and service, so you can enjoy your
Paravento for a long time.

Create privacy
quickly and easily

Easy to use

Installation

Side blinds provide protection from the sun, glare and
the wind. They also give
you undisturbed privacy. The
fabric, which is stored securely
in a cassette, is unrolled and
retracted easily. In winter,
the cassette can be removed
easily.
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Perfect and simple
installation
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Two casing brackets are
all you need to install the
Paravento directly on a house
wall, a patio roof support or
similar construction. On the
opposite side, the Paravento
only requires one or two
handles and a grip bracket at
the same height as
the casing. When
the side screen
is unrolled, the
handle inserts into
this grip bracket.
The grip bracket can be
mounted on a wall or alternatively on a slot-in post or
screw-in post. The post itself
can be anchored to the patio
floor or in a bed of concrete.

Longevity
We don’t cut corners on
the big or small parts: All our
small parts such as screws,
nuts and bolts are
of stainless steel
so they will last
an especially long.
All other parts
are powder coated
in an elaborate process. This
makes them both impact
and scratch resistant.

Rediscover your patio
 The Glasoase® from the
weinor world of terraces

Your dream patio

at any time of year

 weinor patio roofs
with VertiTex awning

No matter what you want to use your patio for,
weinor has the right product for you – awning,
patio roof, Glasoase® and conservatory
As an experienced specialist, your weinor dealer
will help you throughout the process, from
planning to completion. They will help make
your patio dreams come true and will support you with advice and help. That way
you stay on the safe side at all times.
 weinor conservatories

www.weinor.com

Important Informations:
For textile sun protection: Creases can form in the fabric
and when folding the awning cloth. That can lead to
the areas of the fold appearing darker when seen
against the light, particularly with light colours. Folds in
the fabric in the areas of the seam, border and panels
can be caused by multiple layers of fabric and different
diameters of rolled up fabric. The stresses in the fabric
caused by this can lead to rippling (e.g. waffle or fishbone shapes). This is normal to differing degrees with
nearly all awning fabrics. Creases and folds in the fabric
do not reduce the awning’s value or its suitability for
its purpose. Awnings and conservatory blinds are for
protection from the sun and should be rolled up in rain

and strong winds. Wet fabric creases more easily and
as far as possible should only be retracted after drying
out (please take care in strong winds and avoid the
formation of puddles). Depending on the colour of the
ordered frame we supply all small parts as well as crank
handles and drives for units with crank mechanisms in
black (similar to RAL 9005), white (similar to RAL 9016)
or grey (similar to weinor 7319).
For patio roof, Glasoase®, conservatory: contact a
qualified conservatory builder for information on the
causes of condensation and occasional cracking noises,
and on how to avoid these from the outset during
the planning stage.

We reserve the right to make technical changes. For technical reasons the colours may appear slightly different in print.

 weinor awnings
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Your dealer will be happy to advise you:

